CNR Awards 2018-2019

**Outstanding Students**

**Environmental Science**

Outstanding Senior—Environmental Science

Taylor Azizeh

Outstanding Undergraduate Leadership and Engagement Award—Environmental Science

Yen Leng Chong & Maribel Alfaro

Outstanding Graduate (M.S.)—Environmental Science

Randi Notte

**Fish and Wildlife Resources**

Outstanding Senior—Fishery Resources

Cecilia Spangler

Outstanding Senior—Wildlife Resources

Anna Oetting

Outstanding Graduate (M.S.)—Wildlife Resources

Amanda Goldberg

Outstanding Graduate (Ph.D.)—Fishery Resources

Zach Klein

**Forest, Rangeland, and Fire Sciences**

Outstanding Senior—Renewable Materials

Devin Kohles

Outstanding Senior—Forestry
Seth Parker

**Outstanding Senior—Fire Ecology and Management**

Denver Ward

**Outstanding Senior—Rangeland Conservation**

Nathan Jero

**Outstanding Graduate (M.S.)—Forest, Rangeland and Fire Sciences**

Jessie Dodge

**Outstanding Graduate (Ph.D.)—Forest, Rangeland, and Fire Sciences**

Darcy Hammond

---

**Natural Resources and Society**

**Outstanding Senior—Ecology and Conservation Biology**

Abigail Hale

**Outstanding Senior—Natural Resources and Society**

Chloe Gallegos

**Outstanding Graduate (M.S.)—Natural Resources and Society**

Brenna McGown

**Outstanding Graduate Student—MOSS**

Kristina Anderson, Holly Coleman

**Outstanding Graduate Student (Ph.D.)—Natural Resources and Society**

Catrin Edgeley

---

**Outstanding Faculty and Staff Awards**

**College of Natural Resources Advisory Board Faculty Excellence Award**

Travis Paveglio
Outstanding Advisor Award
   Andrew Nelson

Outstanding Instructor Award
   Lee Vierling

Outstanding Staff Award
   Kelsey Jutila